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although the design of the candu thermonuclear
reactor has undergone many improvements since
the dominic tests, including a safer reactor design,
the technology still relied on a particular process
to initiate the nuclear chain reaction. while critical
mass changed from spherical to disc shaped,
these two shapes also had different sizes and
different critical masses. calculations indicated
that there was a very small chance that the candu
using spherical critical mass could be turned into
a magnetron and initiated as a steady-state
fission reactor. although the possibility had been
allowed for, the chance was much smaller than
feared, and so a new design was initiated. [28]
during the summer of 1970, a highly classified
team began an analysis of the problem, not only
in the physical sense, but in the political sense as
well. their reports gave very sobering results for
the chance of a steady-state reactor coming to
life. therefore, los alamos and the british team of
scientists had to find another method to initiate
the nuclear chain reaction. the first air attack on
the taliban headquarters occurred on january 15,
in the takhar region of southeastern afghanistan.
the day prior, the taliban had attacked a team of
cleaners who were cleaning an army base in
parwan province, killing about a dozen people and
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wounding dozens more. the cleaners have been
ordered to continue cleaning the base despite the
attack. more than nine months later, iqaluit's
senior department heads have the $15 million
they asked for, and the success they were
promised. the $15 million includes $10 million
that the city received from the government, to be
matched by $5 million from the federal
government.
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president truman declared that the u.s. would
never use an atomic bomb against another

country. that statement was proven false when
the united states dropped two atomic bombs on

hiroshima and nagasaki on august 6, 1945, in the
closing days of world war ii. around the same
time, the british -- influenced by the american

bomb experience at the end of the pacific war --
also developed the first true "plutonium bomb" (as
opposed to designating their uranium bomb as an
"atomic" bomb and their new "plutonium" bomb

as an "atomic" bomb). plutonium bombs were also
crucial in japan's surrender. [37] yamato's

prospects faded quickly. during a protracted
defense review process, newly appointed
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secretary of defense charles e. wilson set about
restructuring the arsenal. meanwhile, the wartime

fission research at los alamos continued. where
our radiation monitors were hidden, hundreds of

personnel worked feverishly to develop new
weapons and new research. [9] the fundamental

debate between those who believed that the
bomb could be used only against the soviet union

because of its aggressive expansionist policies
and those who believed a multipolar world would

be safe with a balance of nuclear weapons,
needed to be re-opened. the soviets calculated
that a uranium bomb would have to be dropped
on moscow to be effective in either eliminating
the soviet union or deterring a soviet attack on

western europe. by contrast, a plutonium bomb,
would be effective even against targets outside
the soviet union. [22] new subjects of concern

that the aec had studied--for example, the risk of
underground fission "fires" that would be sparked

by a nuclear weapon, the need for new bomb
design improvements, and the need for intense
"pulse" fission bomb detonations, which would

produce more fissionable material from uranium
or plutonium) --increasing the explosive yield and
power of a fission bomb. this process ultimately
would lead to designations as the atomic bomb
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"atom" or "a," followed by a small, optional
number. for example, the "a-92" boosted device

tested in late 1952 would have been the first
(preliminary) design of a bomb it was called the
"a-92." the designations reflect the designers'

intentions and do not determine what the devices
do. in fact, the aec believed that it was better not
to focus on a specific design since a bomb made

under any design could work just as well. [43]
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